###### Significance

In this study, we examined the effect of data binning on the resolutions of restored 3D-molecular structures from the 2D-diffraction images obtained by X-ray Free Electron Laser (XFEL) single particle analysis. We found that the advantage of pixel binning on reducing noise exceeds the disadvantage of losing the detailed pixel information, and that the interpolation parameters should be optimized in relation to binning size. By using an optimal parameter set, a lower linear oversampling ratio of around four is sufficient to restore the 3D-molecular structure by single particle analysis using XFEL experiments.

Single-particle analysis (SPA) using femtosecond X-ray pulses from free electron laser (XFEL) is a new technique to observe the structure of biological samples in a state close to nature \[[@b1-16_367]--[@b8-16_367]\]. The bright and highly coherent beam of XFEL allows us to obtain diffraction data without crystallization. The short femtosecond pulses of the beam enable us to record the data without radiation damage, referred to as "diffraction-before-destruction" \[[@b1-16_367],[@b4-16_367],[@b5-16_367],[@b9-16_367],[@b10-16_367]\]. In addition, using XFEL beam, we can observe the inner structure of samples thicker than 500 nm without multiple scattering events, which is an unavoidable problem in cryo-electron microscopy (cryo-EM).

Currently, five XFEL facilities are under operation in the world \[[@b11-16_367]\], and the volume of XFEL experimental data is increasing \[[@b7-16_367],[@b12-16_367]--[@b16-16_367]\]. Gallagher-Jones, M., *et al.* observed the nanostructure formation of RNA interference microsponges using a combination of XFEL and synchrotron X-rays \[[@b12-16_367]\]. Kimura, T., *et al.* demonstrated two-dimensional imaging of live cells using XFEL diffraction data at 28 nm full-period resolution \[[@b13-16_367]\]. Ekeberg, T., *et al.* presented the three-dimensional molecular structure of the giant mimivirus particle, reconstructed at 125 nm resolution from diffraction patterns obtained by XFEL experiments \[[@b14-16_367]\]. Recently, Rose, M., *et al.* reported three-dimensional reconstructions of PR772 virus structure without symmetry constraints with better than 10 nm resolution \[[@b7-16_367]\]. In the future, higher resolution should be expected as experiments are still being developed and theoretical work has demonstrated that given a large number of diffraction patterns and strong beam intensity, 0.1 nm resolution could be achieved even for a small protein such as the lysozyme \[[@b17-16_367]\].

In single particle XFEL experiments, the incident beam orientation of each diffraction pattern is unknown, therefore angles between 2D-diffraction patterns have to be estimated to assemble them into 3D-diffraction intensity distribution. Several algorithms have been developed for such purpose. One is based on "maximum correlation coefficients" \[[@b18-16_367]--[@b20-16_367]\], and the other is the "expand, maximize and compress (EMC)" algorithm \[[@b21-16_367]\]. In these approaches, 2D-diffraction patterns are assembled into a 3D-diffraction intensity distribution through iterative procedures. In the "maximum correlation coefficient" approach, a single orientation is assigned to each diffraction pattern based on its consistency against the tentative 3D-diffraction intensity at each iteration. This algorithm is simple and it has better scalability when it is applied to a large number of diffraction patterns \[[@b18-16_367],[@b22-16_367]\]. In the EMC algorithm, a number of angular assignments are considered for each target diffraction pattern with relative weights based on the similarities between the target and reference diffraction patterns from the tentative 3D-diffraction intensity. This strategy significantly improves the convergence, but the resolution of the resulting structure may be overestimated \[[@b23-16_367]\]. In our previous study, we performed the reconstruction of the structure of a large biological molecule, ribosome, from the simulated diffraction data using maximum correlation coefficient approach \[[@b24-16_367]\]. We examined how the quantity and quality of the diffraction patterns affect the resulting 3D-molecular structure and discussed the minimum experimental conditions to reconstruct the molecular structure at certain resolutions.

Usually, experimental diffraction patterns are binned before analysis to increase signal and noise ratio, SNR, and to reduce image size to make data handling easier. Even using the bright pulse of XFEL, diffraction intensities from single particle are quite low especially on the high wavenumber area, which are located on the outer region of the diffraction pattern. Binning improves the quality of experimental diffraction pattern by reducing the number of zero and low-count pixels by averaging multiple pixels. However, by binning, there is possible loss of detailed information within the binned pixels. Therefore, we need to investigate the optimal binning size to keep the quality of restored structures.

Practically, the binning protocol also affects the optimal parameters to estimate the incident beam angle and assemble 2D-diffraction patterns into a 3D-diffraction intensity. In addition, the binning step size can affect the quality of the phase recovery process \[[@b25-16_367]\]. Miao, J., *et al.* showed that missing phase information may be recovered if the total number of pixels in the diffraction patterns is sufficiently larger, *i.e. oversampled*, than the number of *Shannon* pixels, which is defined as the size of 1/(particle size) \[[@b26-16_367]\]. It has been also shown that a larger oversampling ratio improves the quality of phase retrieval \[[@b27-16_367]\]. Thus, excessive binning may affect the accuracy of phase recovery.

In this study, we examined how different oversampling ratio affects the resolution of a biomolecular structure (ribosome) reconstructed from simulated diffraction patterns. Achievable beam intensities by current and near future XFEL facilities were used for simulations. We investigated the optimal parameter set with different oversampling ratio, and how the ratio affects the resolutions of restored structures.

Materials and Methods
=====================

Simulated diffraction pattern dataset
-------------------------------------

We performed 3D-molecular structure reconstruction of the ribosome from simulated 2D-coherent diffraction patterns to demonstrate the application of the single particle analysis using XFEL data for large biological molecules. We chose the crystal structure of Thermus thermophilus 70S ribosome bound with release factor RF2 from Protein Data Bank (PDB ID: 4V67, \[[@b28-16_367]\] molecular size \~32 nm) as the target structure.

We converted the atomic structure of the X-ray crystallography structure in the PDB format to an electron density map, with 0.4^3^ nm^3^/voxel resolution in real space by using Xmipp \[[@b29-16_367]\]. The electron density map was converted to 3D-diffraction intensity distributions by Fourier transform with padding factor 2, 4, or 8 to investigate the dependence of the resolution of restored structures on the linear oversampling ratio for each dimension, σ (described later in detail). By taking slices through cubic spline interpolation from these simulated 3D-diffraction intensities, we created 10242 2D-diffraction intensity distribution patterns. Ewald sphere was approximated as a plane in the slicing process (and in the assembly, discussed later). The effect of the curvature is not large, particularly for the regions used for pattern matching, and the effect of binning is negligible. Therefore, this approximation should not affect the results in this study. Poisson noise was applied onto the simulated diffraction patterns, corresponding to strong and medium beam intensities, 5.5×10^13^ and 5.5×10^12^ (photons/μm^2^), respectively. The medium beam intensity we assumed here could be achieved by current XFEL facilities. A stronger beam intensity was also considered since ongoing XFEL experiments developments would make such intensity achievable in the near future \[[@b30-16_367],[@b31-16_367]\]. In our previous study, we also tested weak beam intensity, 5.5×10^11^ (photons/μm^2^), but the resolutions of restored molecular structures were quite low \[[@b24-16_367]\]. Therefore, we tested strong and medium beam intensity in this study. Beam intensities were estimated by comparing against outputs from spsim \[[@b32-16_367]\] with wavelength 0.1 nm and quantum efficiency of the detector at 0.8. These slices were used as in place of experimental XFEL diffraction patterns. It should be noted that, in actual measurements, photon counts are integrated over the detector pixel and deconvolution procedure can be used to obtain "exact" measurement at the center of each detector pixel \[[@b33-16_367]\]; however, such integration is not considered in this simulation.

Three sets of diffraction patterns using different binning sizes were examined. In all the sets, the wavenumber at the detector edge was set to 1.25 nm^−1^. The three diffraction pattern sizes considered were 640×640 pixels, 320×320 pixels, and 160×160 pixels, each corresponding to the pixel size, Δ*k*, of 0.00391 nm^−1^, 0.00781 nm^−1^, and 0.0156 nm^−1^, respectively. Since the size of the ribosome is *L*\~32 nm, linear oversampling ratio, σ=(1/*L*)/Δ*k*, of each data set corresponds to σ=8, and σ=4, and σ=2. The diffraction pattern sizes and resolutions with σ=2 or 4 correspond to those of the binned patterns with step 4 or 2 from the pattern with σ=8. To reduce computational time for the slice matching iteration, the patterns with σ=4 or 8 were cropped to 160×160 pixels. We note here that the diffraction patterns are cropped only to increase computation efficiency. Pattern comparisons during slice matching are performed using only the annular region defined within 160 pixels corresponding to the same wavenumber among the diffraction patterns with different σ values (described later). Then, the final 3D-diffraction intensity distribution was assembled from the original full-size diffraction patterns. Diffraction pattern samples for each σ, the photon count distributions on 2D-detectors, created with strong beam intensities for the different σ are shown in [Figure 1](#f1-16_367){ref-type="fig"}. Radial averages of the photon count on a sample diffraction pattern for each σ are shown in [Figure 2](#f2-16_367){ref-type="fig"}. The average photon counts per pixel differ significantly, which affects the S/N ratio of each simulated diffraction patterns.

Assembling 2D-diffraction patterns into 3D-diffraction intensity
----------------------------------------------------------------

To assemble 2D-diffraction patterns into a 3D-diffraction intensity, we used a weight function based on the Kaiser-Bessel window, *w*(α, η; *d*) defined by [Eq. 1](#fd1-16_367){ref-type="disp-formula"}. The value of *w*(α, η; *d*) depends on the distance *d* which is between the center of the voxel where the diffraction intensity is being calculated and the exact mapped position from the 2D-diffraction pattern to the assembled 3D-diffraction intensity. η determines the cut-off interpolation length, and α determines the decreasing rate of the weight function. With large α, weight for interpolation would decrease quickly for larger *d* as shown in [Figure 3](#f3-16_367){ref-type="fig"}. To investigate the most optimal interpolation parameter set for each slice set from different conditions, we assembled a 3D-diffraction intensity, V~true~, using the correct (*true*) angles, *i.e.*, the angles used for the creation of the slice set. The interpolation parameter list used for the assembly of V~true~ for both strong and medium beam intensities are shown in [Table 1](#t1-16_367){ref-type="table"}.
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To determine the orientation angles of the samples against the incident beam captured in each diffraction pattern, we performed slice matching \[[@b34-16_367]\]. We used annular regions on the diffraction patterns defined by the inner and outer radii, R~i~ and R~o~, for slice matching, and set these parameters corresponding to the same wavenumber among the diffraction patterns with different σ. All parameters, including matching region and interpolation parameters, are adjusted during the iterations. We started the slice matching using small α and η, which makes the resolution of the assembled 3D-diffraction intensity distribution lower. In the subsequent iterations, these parameters were updated to make the 3D-diffraction intensity have higher resolutions. These parameters were selected empirically so that the angles would be evenly assigned among the experimental diffraction patterns. The detailed parameter sets used for this study are shown in [Supplementary Table S1](#s1-16_367){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. Using the angles estimated by slice matching and the most optimal interpolation parameters, we finally assembled the 3D-diffraction intensity, V~match~, with full size of diffraction patterns having the same highest wavenumber.

Quantification of the accuracy of angle estimation and the restored 3D-molecular structures
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

To assess the accuracy of the angle estimation, we introduced the angle distance error average, Δangle, defined as follows:
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Here, *β~ij~* and *β*′*~ij~* are the relative angles between *i*-th and *j*-th planes within V~true~ and V~match~, respectively. We calculated the absolute differences between these angles as angle errors for all combination of the slices and their average as Δangle.

Using the final 3D-diffraction intensities, V~true~ and V~match~, we performed phase retrieval by using hybrid input-output (HIO) approach \[[@b35-16_367]\]. The support region was fixed to be a sphere having a diameter corresponding to the molecular size during the iteration. The condition of phase retrieval is shown in [Supplementary Table S2](#s1-16_367){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

To quantify how well molecular structure was restored in real space, we calculated Fourier shell correlations (FSC) and phase retrieval transfer function (PRTF), which are commonly used to evaluate resolutions.
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where *F̃~restore~* is the structure factor derived from experimental diffraction patterns with retrieved phases *φ* and *F̃~answer~* is the ground truth structure factor, which is the Fourier transform of the original electron density map. 〈...〉 denotes an average over the independent *F̃~restore~*. FSC measures the normalized cross-correlation coefficient between two structures over corresponding shells in Fourier space. PRTF represents the confidence in the retrieved phases as a function of resolution.

Results
=======

Optimization of interpolation parameters
----------------------------------------

To investigate the most optimal interpolation parameter set for each slice set, we assembled the 3D-diffraction intensity, V~true~, using the angles used for the creation of slice set. [Figure 4](#f4-16_367){ref-type="fig"} shows the Fourier shell correlation (FSC) curves between restored molecular structures from V~true~ using the different interpolation parameters for each slice set and the electron density map converted from the PDB structure. For easy comparison, we show FSC curves for the restored structures using the most optimal interpolation parameters for each slice set in [Figure 5](#f5-16_367){ref-type="fig"}.

As shown in [Figure 5](#f5-16_367){ref-type="fig"}, for higher σ, the optimal α is lower and the optimal η is longer. The optimal η were the same between different beam intensity, while optimal α was generally lower for lower beam intensity. Although the differences of FSC curves among the different σ were small, FSC for σ=4 were slightly higher than those for others, and those for σ=8 were the lowest. These differences are more noticeable when the beam intensity is lower. From these results, we determined the optimal interpolation parameters as summarized in [Table 2](#t2-16_367){ref-type="table"}.

Results of angle estimations using slice matching
-------------------------------------------------

As described in the method section, we assembled the 3D-diffraction intensity, V~match~, using the angles estimated by slice matching using the most optimal interpolation parameters. We performed slice matching started with five different initial random angle sets, called as trial 1 to trial 5.

[Figure 6](#f6-16_367){ref-type="fig"} shows the final assigned angle distribution on the sphere surface estimated by slice matching and [Table 3](#t3-16_367){ref-type="table"} shows the Δangle for each trial. Euler angles assigned for each diffraction patterns should be distributed evenly on the sphere to reconstruct good molecular structure in real space. Apparently, for trial 5 of σ=8 with strong beam intensity and for trial 4 of σ=8 with medium beam intensity, assigned angle distributions were quite uneven. We confirmed that Δangles for these trials were too large as shown in [Table 3](#t3-16_367){ref-type="table"}. The results of these two failed trials were eliminated for further analysis.

[Figure 7](#f7-16_367){ref-type="fig"} shows the 3D-electron density maps which were phase retrieved from V~match~. All molecular structures were well restored although the maps from the slices created with medium beam intensity were blurred compared to those with strong beam intensity. [Figure 8](#f8-16_367){ref-type="fig"} shows the FSC curves between maps restored from V~match~ and the electron density map converted from the PDB structure for each slice set. We also calculated phase retrieval transfer function, PRTF, which represents the confidence in the retrieved phases as a function of resolution, for each restored map as shown in [Supplementary Figure S1](#s1-16_367){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. Outlier FSC curves were found for strong beam intensity, trial 4 of σ=2 and trial 3 for σ=4. In our protocol, we performed multiple phase retrieval starting with different random phases for the resulting the 3D-diffraction intensity from each trial. Therefore, these low resolutions of restored molecular structures are due to some errors in the assembled 3D-diffraction intensity, although Δangles for these trials were almost the same as other trials as shown in [Table 3](#t3-16_367){ref-type="table"}. FSC curves of obtained V~match~ became lower compared to the one created with correct angles, V~true~, assembled from the same diffraction pattern set with the same interpolation parameters. This reduction of resolution is associated with the errors of angle estimation. Uncertainties of Δangles for medium beam intensity compared to strong beam intensity indicate the difficulty of both slice matching and phase retrieval due to weak signals. As a result, FSC curves for medium beam showed some fluctuation among the trials.

To measure the resolutions of the restored 3D-molecular structures, we used the wavenumbers at PRTF=1/e and FSC=0.5. These values are commonly used to evaluate the resolutions \[[@b36-16_367]--[@b38-16_367]\]. [Figure 9](#f9-16_367){ref-type="fig"} shows the correlation between PRTF resolution and Δangle ([Fig. 9A](#f9-16_367){ref-type="fig"}), and between FSC resolution and Δangle ([Fig. 9B](#f9-16_367){ref-type="fig"}), for all trials. Regardless of σ, Δangles for strong beam intensity were smaller than those for medium beam intensity. These smaller angle errors contribute to higher resolutions for restored 3D-molecular structures in terms of both PRTF and FSC resolutions. Pearson's correlation coefficient between Δangle and PRTF was −0.981 and between Δangle and FSC was −0.992.

Regarding the effect of σ parameter on the resulting structure resolution, Δangles for σ=4 were the smallest among all σ for both strong and medium beam intensities and the restored molecular structures also showed the best FSC and PRTF resolutions. For strong beam intensity, σ=2 was the worst among the tested conditions. In particular, PRTF resolutions for σ=2 shows large deviation compared to those for higher σ. For medium beam intensity, both FSC and PRTF of restored molecular structures from the diffraction patterns of σ=8 were significantly worse than others because of larger Δangle. Finer binning in these diffraction patterns may be the cause of errors in the angle estimations.

Discussion
==========

In this study, we investigated how the XFEL beam intensity and the binning of diffraction patterns affect the resolutions of restored structures, through extensive optimization of the parameters for the 3D-diffraction intensity assembly algorithm.

To assemble the 3D-diffraction intensity with finer detector pixel size (large oversampling ratio, σ), longer interpolation radius η is required using small decreasing rate α. This result is expected because experimental diffraction pattern with large σ has fine detector pixels, corresponds to smaller wavenumber width, Δ*k*, in Fourier space. Thus, each voxel within the 3D-diffraction intensity needs to be interpolated using more pixels from the corresponding 2D-diffraction patterns. We found that the optimal cutoff length, η, is not necessarily proportional to σ, presumably because interpolation over too many voxels can cause errors. By using the optimized interpolation parameters, restored molecular structures, V~true~, with σ=4 showed the best FSC resolutions for both strong and medium beam intensity ([Fig. 5](#f5-16_367){ref-type="fig"}). Another factor that would affect the resulting resolution is the accuracy of the angle estimation. Δangle for σ=4 showed the minimum values compared to other σ for both strong and medium beam intensity ([Fig. 9](#f9-16_367){ref-type="fig"}). These small angle errors help to restore molecular structures with higher FSC resolution. For trials using slices with large σ=8, the slice matching protocol occasionally assigns heavily biased angle distributions ([Fig. 6](#f6-16_367){ref-type="fig"}). The relationship between Δangle and σ appears to be non-trivial. It is expected that higher photon counts increases the accuracy of pattern matching. However, it is not the case in our results. A lower number of pixels are used for pattern matching for the tests with lower σ values, which may be one factor that increases the angle estimation error for σ=2.

Often, the oversampling ratio of an experimental diffraction pattern is lowered by binning from the original data. The main purpose of binning is to reduce noise, and to reduce the number of pixels which have no photon detection. Experimental diffraction pattern of a single molecule is sparse and has many non-photon-detected pixels even on the center region as shown in [Figure 1](#f1-16_367){ref-type="fig"}. To restore such faint information, taking the average of a large number of pixels would be beneficial to increase SNR. On the other hand, this procedure makes Δk larger and is accompanied by the loss of the detailed information found within binned pixels. Thus, the balance between these two factors should affect the final resolution of the reconstructed 3D-molecular structure.

Our results indicate that effect of binning is subtle, but the optimal choice requires careful examination. The choice of the oversampling ratio, σ, affected both the accuracy of the angle estimation and phase recovery procedure and the qualities of restored structures measured by PRTF and FSC correlate with the accuracies of angle estimation ([Fig. 9](#f9-16_367){ref-type="fig"}). The quality of phase retrieval usually improves with larger oversampling ratio \[[@b27-16_367]\]. The actual oversampling ratio for a 3D-diffraction intensity, σ^3^, is larger than its linear oversampling ratio, σ, and thus a 3D-diffraction intensity has more information used for phase retrieval. In our test case, σ=4 was the best choice to obtain higher resolution structure. This ratio could raise SNR effectively with keeping the amount of information for phase retrieval.

Practically, handling large size diffraction patterns with large σ is computationally expensive. In our slice matching protocol, we use small cropped size diffraction patterns to reduce computational time. However, even using cropped size, the diffraction patterns with large σ require more calculation time because they require a larger matching region defined by R~i~ and R~o~, and a longer interpolation radius, η. The computational time to calculate correlations between the diffraction patterns (10242 experimental diffraction patterns and 1692 reference diffraction patterns) using the annular region defined by R~i~=20 and R~o~=40 is 2 times more than using the region defined by R~i~=5 and R~o~=10. Also, the calculation time to assemble a 3D-diffraction intensity from 10242 2D diffraction patterns with η=5 requires about 7 times the calculation time to assemble it with η=2. Moreover, the calculation time of the phase retrieval was proportional to the cube of the pixel size. The intensive memory requirement is also a problem, because all voxels within the volume in both Fourier and real space have complex numbers.

Conclusion
==========

We investigated the optimal parameter set for slice matching algorithm with different linear oversampling ratios σ, and how σ affects the resolutions of restored structures. We found that the resolution of a restored molecular structure is sensitive to the interpolation parameters. For the diffraction patterns with larger σ, the more distant pixels need to be interpolated with sufficient strength. By using the optimal parameter set, resolutions of restored structures are almost the same regardless of the σ values. Our results suggest that for SPA by XFEL, linear oversampling ratio of four is sufficient and the corresponding binning procedure is beneficial for reducing both the Poisson noise and the computational time for the analysis.
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![Diffraction pattern samples with a strong beam intensity for (A) σ=2, (B) σ=4, and (C) σ=8. The full sizes of the diffraction patterns are 160×160 pixels for σ=2, 320×320 pixels for σ=4, and 640×640 pixels for σ=8, respectively. The wavenumber at the edge corresponds to 1.25 nm^−1^ for all slices. Yellow squares in each figure show the cropped areas with 160×160 pixels, which were used for slice matching.](16_367f1){#f1-16_367}

![Radial average of diffraction intensity on a sample diffraction pattern for each σ with strong beam intensity.](16_367f2){#f2-16_367}

![Profiles of interpolation weight function, *w*(α, η; *d*).](16_367f3){#f3-16_367}

![Fourier shell correlation (FSC) curves between restored molecular structures from V~true~ using the different interpolation parameters and the electron density map converted from the PDB structure. To clarify the comparison, only FSC curves for the underlined combinations in [Table 1](#t1-16_367){ref-type="table"} are shown.](16_367f4){#f4-16_367}

![Fourier shell correlation (FSC) curves between restored molecular structures from V~true~ with (A) strong beam intensity, and (B) medium beam intensity, using the optimal interpolation parameters and the electron density map converted from the PDB structure.](16_367f5){#f5-16_367}

![Distribution of the angles estimated by slice matching shown on the sphere surface. Corresponding azimuth and zenith angles are shown below.](16_367f6){#f6-16_367}

![3D-molecular structures phase retrieved from V~match~. Voxels having the density above 20% of the maximum density within the volume are shown. The restored structures for trial 5 of σ=8 with strong beam intensity and for trial 4 of σ=8 with medium beam intensity are not shown, because we did not perform phase retrieval for them due to their wrong matching results as shown in [Figure 6](#f6-16_367){ref-type="fig"}.](16_367f7){#f7-16_367}

![Fourier shell correlation (FSC) curves between restored molecular structures from V~match~ and the electron density map converted from the PDB structure.](16_367f8){#f8-16_367}

![(A) PRTF resolution of restored electron density maps against Δangle and (B) FSC resolution against Δangle for all restored electron density maps from V~match~.](16_367f9){#f9-16_367}

###### 

Interpolation parameter sets used to reconstruction of V~true~

  σ   (α, η)                                                                             
  --- -------------- -------------- ------- -------------- -------------- -------------- -------
  2   [α15η2]{.ul}   [α15η3]{.ul}   α18η2   α20η1.5        [α20η2]{.ul}   [α20η3]{.ul}   α25η2
  4   α05η3          [α10η2]{.ul}   α10η5   [α10η3]{.ul}   [α15η2]{.ul}   [α15η3]{.ul}   α15η5
  8   [α05η2]{.ul}   [α05η5]{.ul}   α05η6   [α10η2]{.ul}   [α10η5]{.ul}   [α15η5]{.ul}   

All combinations of parameters were examined for both strong and medium beam intensity. FSC curves underlined combinations are shown in [Figure 4](#f4-16_367){ref-type="fig"}.

###### 

Optimal interpolation parameters of 3D-volume reconstruction in Fourier space and FSC resolution of restored model

  Beam intensity   σ       (α, η)   wavenumber at FSC=0.5 \[nm^−1^\]   Resolution \[nm\]
  ---------------- ------- -------- ---------------------------------- -------------------
  Strong           2       α20η2    \>1.25                             \<0.8
  4                α15η3   \>1.25   \<0.8                              
  8                α10η5   1.23     0.81                               
                                                                       
  Medium           2       α20η2    1.14                               0.88
  4                α10η3   1.18     0.85                               
  8                α05η5   1.08     0.93                               

###### 

Angle errors, Δangle, for slice matching

               trial 1     trial 2     trial 3     trial 4       trial 5
  ------------ ----------- ----------- ----------- ------------- -------------
  Strong, σ2   0.67±0.51   0.64±0.49   0.64±0.49   0.64±0.49     0.66±0.50
  Strong, σ4   0.54±0.41   0.55±0.41   0.54±0.41   0.55±0.41     0.54±0.41
  Strong, σ8   0.60±0.46   0.60±0.45   0.60±0.46   0.59±0.45     20.04±30.66
  Medium, σ2   1.38±2.75   1.39±2.75   1.39±2.89   1.37±2.71     1.42±3.13
  Medium, σ4   1.31±2.19   1.34±2.71   1.31±2.35   1.32±2.27     1.32±2.20
  Medium, σ8   1.53±3.54   1.56±3.79   1.54±3.46   37.73±30.66   1.54±3.63
